MSC may lose winter session but summer vacation may be longer

by Michael Rennie

MSC students may lose the option of taking winter session courses, but could enjoy a longer summer vacation.

Extending the summer break by one week and shortening the winter break by the same amount is one of the reasons the program is being re-evaluated.

Examining the soundness of a three-week consolidated course and a declining winter session registration are a few of the reasons the program is being re-evaluated.

Jessica Bieri, S.G.A. legislator and member of the calendar committee, said that the school year runs too far into the summer compared to most colleges and makes it harder for students to gain summer employment. Bieri also stated that the idea of an entire semester of study being crammed into a three-week period is what committee members have termed as being "pedagogically unsound."

The proposal also seems to have the support of a majority vote by the students. As part of the S.G.A. elections ballot in April the question of eliminating the winter session courses, but could enjoy a longer summer vacation. Bieri later added that the change is being considered. Bieri later added that the change is being considered. Kovacs would also like to see the program continue but would like to see a wider variety of classes included.

Markowitz, a senior majoring in health education, has taken a chemistry course during the winter break and said he retained the information well. "It was so concentrated and intense that you had no time to fool around." Markowitz would not only like to see the program continue but would like to see a wider variety of classes offered. Anna Kovacs, a senior in the same major, said, "Many students are only looking at getting out a week early in May." Kovacs would also like to see the program continue.

The main function of the calendar committee is to set the academic calendar for the following school year. There are many issues to consider such as the holidays the school will observe and specific start and finish dates for classes and exams. Each decision must take into account possible ramifications. Any one change may affect dormitory check-in dates, which will affect the maintenance department, food service, campus security, etc.

The calendar committee must now write a recommendation to the college senate, the senate will vote on the recommendation and pass it on to President Reid. Reid will then bring it before the executive committee for final approval.

Mardi Gras celebration at MSC

by Melissa Myers

The first Mardi Gras celebration will be held this weekend April 24-25 at the college Amphitheater. The event is an attempt to cut apathy on campus by promoting harmony and unity through an educational yet entertaining atmosphere, said Sandra Garcia of the Latin American Student Organization.

The weekend's events will run from 12:00 pm to 7:00 pm and are designed to be entertaining as well as educational. Saturday's events will include: jugglers, mariachi bands, a Broadway musical review, an international fashion show, Latinismo, performances of OSAU dance troops, a gospel choir and other local bands. While on Sunday Class One Concerts will be sponsoring performances by Digable Planets, Sweet Lizard Illet, and D'Influence.

Organizations such as Student Intramural Leisure Council will be sponsoring intramural activities while the Greek Organizations will be sponsoring booths, tables and participating in lip sync and step shows. Aidan Food Service will also be there with refreshments.

The Mardi Gras: Multiculturalism At It's Finest originated in the newest subcommittee formed in the Student Government Association known as the Multicultural Advisory Committee chaired by Rita Chib. This committee was formed in response to the growing need for students to have a place to begin that problem and suggestions concerning racial issues that arise on campus.

"The Mardi Gras is the start of a change in the student body as far as apathy is concerned and will also bring a new positive awareness to what multiculturalism really means," said Garcia.

Please turn to MARDI, page 3

Earth Day celebrated at MSC

by Kathy Garcia

The MSC Conservation Club held its 1993 Earthday celebrations on Wednesday, April 21 at the Student Center Mall. The event was part of a week long celebration of the earth which included environmental speakers, campus cleanup, and petition signing.

There was no set theme to the celebration instead students included as many different environmental issues as they could into the fair. One of the main goals of the day was the signing of a petition for the renewal of the Endangered Species Act. Over 200 petitions were signed to send to both state and federal representatives.

The Endangered Species Act was not the only petition being passed out at the celebration. Other petitions included were, one against the Mitsubishi Corporation and its affiliation with companies that are destroying the rainforests, the other against the legalization of the sport of whaling in other countries around the world.

Students say that the day was a big success. Ann Calviero, an MSC student with the Conservation Club said, "We try to educate people so that they know they have the choice to buy products that were made with natural things." She also said that students should be aware of the different companies that contribute to environmental organizations.

Earth Day, some students said is a day in which we celebrate the earth and teach those who don't know that we can make it a better place. As Calviero points out, "they'll know what's going on and hopefully make a change."

Other organizations that participated in the celebration were:

The Body Shop, The New Jersey School of Conservation, Rain Forest Relief, New Jersey Animal Rights, and PSEG.
Congratulations
to the Kappa Class of
Delta Phi Epsilon
Samantha, Kathi, Dina, Kelly
Shanon, Inette, Amy, Illissa
Jeanette, Sarah, Xenia, Lisa
Allison
You did a great Job!
Love,
The Sisters of D-Phi-E

SGA gives up office space
• MSC student body invited to witness
• To take place Wednesday, 4/28

You are cordially invited to the Student Governments Association meeting. OUTSIDE in the S.C. Quad.
Wednesday, 4/28. 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
SGA inc.
The 1992 yearbook release delayed, to be available in May and sent to ’92 seniors

by David Ecker

The 1992 edition of the Montclair State College La Campana Yearbook should have been available last fall, but due to the delay caused by the problems of that year’s staff, it will be available in May and sent to the 1992 seniors, due to the efforts of the 1993 staff, who in addition to handling last year’s work, is ahead of schedule with the 1993 edition, said Ron Hollander, the chair of the Multicultural Initiative Subcommittee on Campus Climate and Ethical Concerns.

One of the staff’s five photographers, Andy Krupa, commented, “The event has been publicized on our campus only in an attempt to minimize the threat of outside problems and to concentrate the effort towards our campus and students. The necessary precautions for extra security have been taken.”

The 1992 book, which is usually around 300 pages, came out in late March. The board of the book did not meet the deadlines which were established in a contract with the Student Government Association and the publisher. Krupa also said that although the staff was functioning quite well, the 1992 staff does not have an advisor.

Krupa said that he had nothing to say about last year’s difficulties. “I feel that they did not communicate with me on the progress of the book honestly and at an expected and agreed level,” said Krupa.

Krupa said that the board members for the next year are elected during the late part of the Spring semester the year before and that their priority is to plan the course of action for the coming year’s book during the summer and the fall, with production taking place thereafter.

Krupa said that the problems of the 1992 staff were similar to that of 1990. He said that the fact that the 1990 staff, headed by Editor In Chief William Cogen, did not complete the book caused the 1991 staff to complete the book in the three months during the summer of 1991. He said that the 1991 staff was dedicated to making sure that the 1990 book would be ready at the agreed time, which was in the fall.

Krupa said that the type of problem is not unique, and that if the interest lies in having a yearbook, students should find realistic options that suit their needs. He also said that if student activism in a group or function is low, the SGA and the student groups should re-evaluate whether student interest really exists in that function or group.

Krupa said that although the 1993 staff does not have an advisor, one is currently being searched for. He also said that while this had been going on, the organization had been functioning quite well.

Mixed reactions about the book came from the 1992 graduates and seniors, who are currently enrolled. One graduate, Dan Rice, said it did not matter to him because he was not involved with it. Another, Sandy Garcia said that she felt bad for the 1993 staff because he was not involved with it.

Hall resident returned to her room and found her ex-boyfriend, a non-student, there. She called the assistant manager on duty and campus police because she is afraid of her boyfriend’s bad temper. He claimed that he was invited by the female’s roommate. He was escorted out and was told not to return.

Medical

1/4 An employee was injured while working with metal in a vice grip. He was taken to the Health Center.

Harassment

4/5 A food service manager complained that a former employee was disrupting operations for two days. The person left before any officers arrived.

Soliciting

4/6 A resident from Clove Road apartment reported a male from Brooklyn, New York soliciting comedy show tickets. He was escorted off campus.

1992 yearbook release delayed, to be available in May and sent to ’92 seniors

Be a writer for News. Call 893-5241 today!
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS ORGANIZATION ORGANIZES A TRIP TO BOSTON April 30 to May 2

SIGN UP ABLE IN STUDENT CENTER APRIL 19-22 BLUE DESK OUTSIDE S.G.A. OF APRIL 26-29 DESK OUTSIDE CAFETERIA E

$$ 50

ACCOMODATION IN THE HEART OF THE CITY $$ 35 DEPOSIT UPON SIGN UP

THOSE WISHING TO MAKE TRANSPORTATION ON THE BUS ONLY TOTAL PRICE = $ 13.00

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL # 4487 (S.C Rm NO 122)

I.S.O IS CELEBRATING INTERNATIONAL WEEK

- MONDAY 26.
  4 P.M. OFFICIAL OPENING OF INTERNATIONAL WEEK ROOM # 402 S.C.
- TUESDAY 27,
  12-2 P.M. SOCCER GAME (U.S.A. Vs WORLD) S.C. QUAD
  2:30-3:30 P.M. ORAGAMI PRESENTED BY JAPANESE GIRLS Rm 419 S.C.
  INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION EXHIBITIONS Rain Ballrooms S.C.
- WEDNESDAY 28,
  7-8 P.M. LECTURE-CAREERS IN INTERNATIONAL SERVICES IN U.S.
  Dr. CASSILLY Kops Lounge (Russ Hall)
  5-7 P.M. MEDITATION SPEAKER Rm 419 S.C.
- THURSDAY 29,
  12-3 P.M. SPANISH GUITARIST Ratt Cafeteria
  2-3 P.M. LECTURE-RELIGION OF THE WORLD Kops Lounge (Russ Hall)
- FRIDAY 30,
  1 P.M. LEAVING FOR BOSTON (April 30 - May 2)

I.S.O. IS CLASS II OF THE S.G.A.
The first Mardi Gras celebration will be held this weekend: April 24-25 at the college Amphitheatre. The event is an attempt to cut apathy on campus by promoting harmony and unity through an educational yet entertaining atmosphere said Sandra Garcia of the Latin American Student Organization.

The weekend events will run from 12:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. and are designed to be entertaining as well as educational. Saturday’s events will include: Jugglers, mariachi bands, a broadway musical review, an international fashion show, Latinisimo, performances from OSAU dance troops a gospel choir and other local bands. While on Sunday, Class One Concerts will be sponsoring performances by Diggable Planets, Sweet Lizards, and D’Influence.

Organizations such as Student Intramural Leisure Council will be sponsoring intramural activities while the Greek Organizations will be sponsoring booths, tables and participating in lip sync and step shows. Alden Food Service will also be there with refreshments.

The Mardi Gras: Multiculturalism At Its Finest originated in the newest subcommittee formed in the Student Government Association known as the Multicultural Advisory Committee chaired by Rita Chib. This committee was formed in response to the growing need for students to have a place to bring their problems and suggestions concerning racial issues that arise on campus.

“The Mardi Gras is the start of a change in the student body as far as apathy is concerned and will also bring a new positive awareness to what multiculturalism really means” said Garcia.

This is the first occasion that all Ethnic, Greek, and Class One Organizations will have the opportunity to work together as well as with the faculty, staff and administration. Every organization involved will be using their own budget to contribute to the funding and success of this event.

“The faculty, staff, and administration applaud the initiative and enlightenment of the students” said Ron Hollander the Chair of the Multicultural Initiative Sub Committee on Campus Climate and Ethnical Concerns.

The Mardi Gras is not serving to replace Montclair’s annual Spring Carnival which has been cancelled this year due to several problems that occurred at last years. The events scheduled to take place are designed to have a calming effect opposed to the high level of excitement a Carnival produces.

The event has been publicized on our campus only in an attempt to minimize the threat of outside problems and to concentrate the effort towards our campus and students. The necessary precautions for extra security has been taken.
Do you think the FBI handled the crisis in Waco, Texas properly?

I think they did the best they could with the situation. The people were brainwashed and really believed that guy, so the FBI could not just force the people out if they didn't want to go.

Christine Ewasko
Communication Science Disorders
Senior

I think the FBI did as much as they possibly could. They didn't really know what they were up against. How else do you deal with these extremists.

Gordon Kalmbazh
Accounting
Senior

I think they handled the situation totally. They should have done more actions to at least surround the house and attack at all sides.

Michael Barritha
Accounting Major
Senior

Yes, but I think such extreme action should have been taken sooner.

Diane Finkel
Communication Science Disorders
Senior
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Social
5/8 Lambda Theta Phi party in Student Center Ballrooms.
Phi Alpha Psi and Sigma Delta Phi combine to have a Mardi Gras party: "Mardi Gras like it should be."
4/22 Tri Sigma is having a social with Delta Kappa Psi.
5/1 Delta Chi and Tri Sigma are having a mixer at Rowan College.
4/29 Alpha Omega and Alpha Iota Chi will be having a 3-way mixer with Tau Kappa Epsilon of William Paterson.
4/22 Sigma Alpha Iota is having a recital-free in the music building.
4/22 Alpha Iota Chi is having a mixer with Tau Epsilon Rho at NJIT.
4/25 Sigma Delta Phi and Senior are having an outdoor jam immediately following Mardi Gras. All welcome.
4/22 Phi Alpha Psi and Theta Kappa Chi is having a mixer.

Membership
Delta Kappa Psi would like to congratulate their four new brothers: Chris Vecchiarelli, Ed Torres, Jeff Klastava, and Mark Pellicane.

Theta Xi would like to congratulate their six new brothers: Dan Bennett, Tony Ciffrondello, Carmine Mango, Sean Murray, Josh Gartenberg, and Dave Rowinski.

Alpha Chi Rho would like to congratulate two new brothers: Vinnie Welleon and Brian Cruise.

Tau Phi Beta would like to congratulate the four new brothers: Vinny Welleon and Brian Cruise.

Tri Sigma would like to congratulate the four new brothers: Chris Vecchiarelli, Ed Torres, Jeff Klastava, and Mark Pellicane.

Delta Kappa Psi and Sigma Delta Tau will be sponsoring a teeter-thon from Friday, 6p.m. to Sunday, 6p.m. to raise money for the Special Olympics. Come out and pledge your money to help handicapped kids.

Psi Sigma Phi will be having a hot dog sale Monday night in Blanton Hall. FREE DELIVERY.

Delta Kappa Psi and Sigma Tau Nu will be sponsoring "Spring Madness" on Thursday, April 22, at 7p.m. in the Rathskeller. Discount pizza, contests and prizes! Sponsor your mascot for "Mascot of the Month", at the Sigma Tau Nu table.

Sigma Delta Tau's sisters will be wearing blue ribbons the month of April, which is Child Abuse Prevention Month. Please support us.

Lambda Sigma Upsilon is having a party at FDU(Teaneck campus) on Friday, April 30. Proceeds of this event will be donated to Bruce Lopez—a child who is in need of a bone marrow transplant. $4.00 for Greeks, $5.00 general.

Fundraising
Alpha Omega will be raffling off a huge jar of condoms during Spring Week.

Tau Kappa Epsilon and Sigma Delta Tau will be sponsoring a teeter-thon from Friday, 6p.m. to Sunday, 6p.m. to raise money for the Special Olympics. Come out and pledge your money to help handicapped kids.

Psi Sigma Phi will be having a hot dog sale Monday night in Blanton Hall. FREE DELIVERY.

Delta Kappa Psi and Sigma Tau Nu will be sponsoring "Spring Madness" on Thursday, April 22, at 7p.m. in the Rathskeller. Discount pizza, contests and prizes! Sponsor your mascot for "Mascot of the Month", at the Sigma Tau Nu table.

Sigma Delta Tau's sisters will be wearing blue ribbons the month of April, which is Child Abuse Prevention Month. Please support us.

Phi Sigma Phi will be having a hot dog sale Monday night in Blanton Hall. FREE DELIVERY.

Delta Kappa Psi and Sigma Tau Nu will be sponsoring "Spring Madness" on Thursday, April 22, at 7p.m. in the Rathskeller. Discount pizza, contests and prizes! Sponsor your mascot for "Mascot of the Month", at the Sigma Tau Nu table.

Sigma Delta Tau's sisters will be wearing blue ribbons the month of April, which is Child Abuse Prevention Month. Please support us.

Lambda Sigma Upsilon is having a party at FDU(Teaneck campus) on Friday, April 30. Proceeds of this event will be donated to Bruce Lopez—a child who is in need of a bone marrow transplant. $4.00 for Greeks, $5.00 general.

Philanthropy
Sigma Delta Tau is planning a trip to the Bronx Zoo with the children from Shelter our Sisters, and abused children's home, on Saturday, May 8.

Tau Phi Beta is having a Bowl-a-thon for Muscular Dystrophy.

Tri Sigma is selling lollipops for our philanthropy—the Robbie Page Memorial. $.75 each or 2 for $1.00.

Sigma Delta Tau's sisters will be wearing blue ribbons the month of April, which is Child Abuse Prevention Month. Please support us.

Lambda Sigma Upsilon is having a party at FDU(Teaneck campus) on Friday, April 30. Proceeds of this event will be donated to Bruce Lopez—a child who is in need of a bone marrow transplant. $4.00 for Greeks, $5.00 general.
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I loved my 75 VW Bus. Its dead now. I miss it. Dig that.

Critics always have conflicting opinions, and I am no exception. Well, this time I’m disputing the mighty TV Guide. This week, they are offering the “All-time Best TV,” and the metaphysical rules of the universe, however, its wise to count your faculties and notice billowing white smoke from the back of the Bus, leaving Honda’s and Chevy’s weaving and dodging your nosy emissions and plowing into concrete dividers. It is time to make a decision. You can recognize the agonizing sights and sounds your Bus is conveying to you and for the betterment of public safety, abandon it at the next toll plaza, OR, push on with push on with full disregard for the health and well being of yourself and fellow drivers. I mean, you do still have to get to work. You start to pray..."PLEASE! Oh gracious god of the asphalt bestow upon me the ability to transport myself to my place of employment. Have mercy upon those who tread your roads in 20 year old cars without inspection stickers and I promise to feed my beast’s hunger for oil and wiper fluid until it is my time to perish!! OOGY BLOOK SHOCK OOGY!!"

Cranking the radio louder, you peer into your rearview mirror and notice billowing white smoke and Chevy’s weaving and plowing into concrete dividers. It is time to make a decision. You can recognize the agonizing sights and sounds your Bus is conveying to you and for the betterment of public safety, abandon it at the next toll plaza, OR, push on with push on with full disregard for the health and well being of yourself and fellow drivers. I mean, you do still have to get to work. You start to pray...

Welcome, loyal readers, to another thrilling installment of PROPHET BIG! And now, sit back and relax. Let the Prophet take you on a wondrous journey.

Some of you may remember that last semester I brought to you an interview with George "Spunky" McFarlane of The Little Rascals fame. Well, Spunky called me of late to tell me he’s doing fine. He’s looking forward to doing some personal appearances up this way (He lives in Texas) perhaps with Tommy Bond (“Butch”) and he’s playing a lot of golf. If you have an organization that would like to sponsor a Spunky and/or Butch personal appearance, write the Prophet, care of The Montclarion, 113 Student Center Annex, Montclair State College, Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043. In addition, Spunky told me that he will be appearing on this weeks episode of Cheers, So check it out!!

...Now, ya all listen up. Hear! When westerns like Unforgiven are

more than just credit for taking us where no man has gone be- fore, he gave us hope that humans aren’t that screwed up.
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...Now, ya all listen up. Hear! When westerns like Unforgiven are

more than just credit for taking us where no man has gone before, he gave us hope that humans aren’t that screwed up.
Angel "Ray" Souto.
Cartoonist & Illustrator.

All kind of Artwork:
- Comic Strips, Posters,
- Logos, Desings...

Call: (201) 491-5481

Between 01:00p.m & 02:00p.m
Monday - Wednesday
and Friday Only

---

Senior

Monday, April 19
in the Student Center Box Office

Friday, May 7

From 7:00 a.m. 'til 12:00 a.m.
Westmount Country Club
West Paterson, N.J.

Tickets on sale

$40 per person

Bus transportation available at $3 per person
by Mark Loughlin

Remember those good old days when Mom and Dad used to ship you off to summer camp, and you'd get back to nature with a kindly old gendeman named Uncle Lou who would show you a moose in its natural habitat? No? Then I guess Indian Summer will not be for you. This new ensemble nostalgia comedy is from writer director Mike Binder, who prior to filmmaking was best known as an extremely unfunny comedian and writer if the Danny Bonaduce look alike contest. Here, he has assembled an incredibly talented group of young actors who do a lot more jungle routine for months or the "Naughty McLaughlin Paxton, Julie Warner, Diane Poliak, Matt Craven, Bill Ladd and Kimberly Williams"

by Paul Donetsky

Hello. This is the "Final Review", so called because I named it. You're my host, Paul, so called because the IRS has put out a contract on me. I assure your readers now, that if you read on, you'll get your entire money's worth, or my name isn't Paul Donetsky.

As the world's most brilliant physician, I've taken great pains to create a reviewing format that is so intricate, so bizarre, and so... um you know, that word for something really, you know, really there. Anyway, here it is. There are three review criteria. Pay close attention class, especially you Miss Ridell! I wouldn't laugh Thomas or you, who like me, know nothing about music and have a (taptaptaptaptaptap). Okay, okay, here we go. For all of you, who make out by the swing set. It's hard, actually impossible, to make the audience feel nostalgia for something that they have never come close to experiencing. There's a two minute prologue, but after that, it's just "remember when" talk! If you've been to a summer camp, perhaps you'll be able to relate a bit, but dialogue like, "we ought to spend the better part of this week making the rest of their lives a living hell," Kevin Pollak barely gets out the protracted line, now he has to make it funny.

Binder definitely seems to have a passion for his subject, but his direction lacks any inspiration and the end result makes it seem like this could be a glorified TV movie of the week.

The plot would be perfect for a Meatballs cast reunion. They pull silly pranks on each other, run around in the woods and "count" each other. The only difference is in Indian Summer they get famous once in a while, something we're spared us in the Bill Murray film. After all, it is a bit difficult to take people seriously who are sleeping in little cabins with pictures of Spiderman on the wall, and eating Frosted Flakes. The question this film would probably be like making a serious film about a high school marching band. Picture it, a stirring portrait of a troubled young musician, who wears a big feather on his head.

Indian Summer starts Elizabeth Perkins, Diane Lane, Alan Arkin, and Matt Craven are the now yuppy group of former campers invited back to their beloved Camp Tamakwana by their former head counselor Uncle Lou, played by Arkin. Also along for the ride is Evil Dead director Sam Raimi, who doesn't speak much, but has most of the laughs in the film.

I won't regurgitate the story of Indian Summer, because I don't want to ruin the shocking plot development that occurs about halfway through... just kidding. Actually, that's all their is to it. A bunch of former campers get together to spend a week contemplating their lives, and re-building their relationships. Sounds good, but Binder's script, seems to be written in secret Tamakwanaese Indian code language. We are supposed to laugh when they tell stories of twenty years ago, when so and so made out by the swing set. It's hard, actually impossible, to make the audience feel nostalgia for something that they have never come close to experiencing. There's a two minute prologue, but after that, it's just "remember when" talk! If you've been to a summer camp, perhaps you'll be able to relate a bit, but dialogue like, "we ought to spend the better part of this week making the rest of their lives a living hell," Kevin Pollak barely gets out the protracted line, now he has to make it funny.

Binder definitely seems to have a passion for his subject, but his direction lacks any inspiration and the end result makes it seem like this could be a glorified TV movie of the week.

The plot would be perfect for a Meatballs cast reunion. They pull silly pranks on each other, run around in the woods and "count" each other. The only difference is in Indian Summer they get famous once in a while, something we're spared us in the Bill Murray film. After all, it is a bit difficult to take people seriously who are sleeping in little cabins with pictures of Spiderman on the wall, and eating Frosted Flakes. The question this film would probably be like making a serious film about a high school marching band. Picture it, a stirring portrait of a troubled young musician, who wears a big feather on his head.

The next candidate, Soon-Yi Previn was left dangling because the committee To Find Mediocre, Aging Actresses Who Were Twenty Million Dollar Drum Set into a pile of ruble. And let's face it the Rangers are still in the thick of things (Ha!). Emmy award winning Cheers star, Rhea Perlman, auditioned (she needs the work) But couldn't cut it. But she wasn't alone as George Pitanman from Queens and Shirley McClaine also got the ox. That's right, the ox. Ms. McClaine claimed to have been decoraged drummer John Bonham in a previous life but had to be reminded that the committee To Find Medicoe, Aging Actresses Who Were John Bonham In a Previous Lifetime was down the hall.

The committee finally decided on political activist Ross Perot who later declined, then hinted on accepting, did in fact, and was finally roughly up by some Senate pages and kicked out of the building. After a lengthy contract negotiation, the committee signed former Eagles defensive lineman Reggie White, but had to be told by someone with half a brain that not only did his name not begin with a "P" but he couldn't even play the f****** drums! Refused by the NAACP, Jesse Jackson almost forced his candidacy by leading a march of thousands of drummer demonstrators to the gates of Congress. After being told that there was a groupie named "Tawnee" waiting for them in the lobby of the local Holiday Inn, the crowd quickly dispersed. Erik Estrada came in, offered to take drum lessons and change his name to "Pestras." The committee agreed to the name change and kicked out a furious Pestrada, all the while screaming "You want something with "P"! I'll give you something with a "P"!

A few days later a spokesperson for ELP informed the committee that months ago, the band had agreed to rejoin the committee To Find Mediocre, Aging Actresses Who Were Twenty Million Dollar Drum Set into a pile of ruble. And let's face it the Rangers are still in the thick of things (Ha!). Emmy award winning Cheers star, Rhea Perlman, auditioned (she needs the work) But couldn't cut it. But she wasn't alone as George Pitanman from Queens and Shirley McClaine also got the ox. That's right, the ox. Ms. McClaine claimed to have been decoraged drummer John Bonham in a previous life but had to be reminded that the committee To Find Mediocre, Aging Actresses Who Were John Bonham In a Previous Lifetime was down the hall.

The committee finally decided on political activist Ross Perot who later declined, then hinted on accepting, did in fact, and was finally roughly up by some Senate pages and kicked out of the building. After a lengthy contract negotiation, the committee signed former Eagles defensive lineman Reggie White, but had to be told by someone with half a brain that not only did his name not begin with a "P" but he couldn't even play the f****** drums! Refused by the NAACP, Jesse Jackson almost forced his candidacy by leading a march of thousands of drummer demonstrators to the gates of Congress. After being told that there was a groupie named "Tawnee" waiting for them in the lobby of the local Holiday Inn, the crowd quickly dispersed. Erik Estrada came in, offered to take drum lessons and change his name to "Pestras." The committee agreed to the name change and kicked out a furious Pestrada, all the while screaming "You want something with "P"! I'll give you something with a "P"!

The plot would be perfect for a Meatballs cast reunion. They pull silly pranks on each other, run around in the woods and "count" each other. The only difference is in Indian Summer they get famous once in a while, something we're spared us in the Bill Murray film. After all, it is a bit difficult to take people seriously who are sleeping in little cabins with pictures of Spiderman on the wall, and eating Frosted Flakes. The question this film would probably be like making a serious film about a high school marching band. Picture it, a stirring portrait of a troubled young musician, who wears a big feather on his head.

ELP, Pits, The Fish and I

Get out something to write because this will be the only and last time I'll explain, cue up the reverence edition (Okay, it's on). The Greatest Of All Review Formats, Formats, Formats.

There are three categories. The first is the traditional five star rating. The next is the number of good songs compared to the number of total songs (ex: 7 of 10). Thank you Eddie. And the last criteria and probably the most important to the reader, is the number of times I've listened to the album. For example, "5 Listens" or "Didn't Bother".

Finally, now to the rivers.

You know, I'm serious Eddie, The Mets could have had three Cy Young pitchers... And Cone should have had a Cy Young, except that the year he went 20-3, Orel Hershiser had a better season than Cy Young ever did. If Schourek could ever put it all together, they could have sent Fernandez to the bullpen and have the two most dominant relievers in the game. Don't worry if Cahen couldn't have loosened the purse strings a little and (tap tap tap tap tap). Okay, okay, here we go. For all of you, who like me, know nothing about music and have a guitar collecting dust somewhere, this review is for you. All right, here goes nothing.

Emerson, Lake & Palmer - Black Moon: With drummer Cozy Powell out and founding bassist Carl Palmer back in, ELP finally disbanded their ultra top secret Senate subcommittee, headed by Senator Bob Dole, to find a drummer whose last name begins with a "P." (Your federal taxes at work.) Their multi-million dollar search began with the counting of RUSH virtuoso, Neil Peart, But he kept laughing throughout the entire interview and finally after being sedated, spat on special counsel Quayle and angrily declined.

Hello. This is the "Final Review", so called because I named it. You're my host, Paul, so called because the IRS has put out a contract on me. I assure your readers now, that if you read on, you'll get your entire money's worth, or my name isn't Paul Donetsky.

As the world's most brilliant physician, I've taken great pains to create a reviewing format that is so intricate, so bizarre, and so... um you know, that word for something really, you know, really there. Anyway, here it is. There are three review criteria. Pay close attention class, especially you Miss Ridell! I wouldn't laugh Thomas or you, who like me, know nothing about music and have a (taptaptaptaptaptap). Okay, okay, here we go. For all of you, who make out by the swing set. It's hard, actually impossible, to make the audience feel nostalgia for something that they have never come close to experiencing. There's a two minute prologue, but after that, it's just "remember when" talk! If you've been to a summer camp, perhaps you'll be able to relate a bit, but dialogue like, "we ought to spend the better part of this week mak-
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John Toth Brings Intermedia Art To Montclair State

by Mary Idell

What was missing from the theory of evolution, the Einstein dream state. The Flammarion image. Okay. John Toth has always had different ideas, but it wasn’t until he started using his Amiga 2000, that he was able to put into a mass forum what he visualized in his mind. Toth’s overwhelming obsession is diversity. It’s not enough that he’s a sculpture, painter, and graphic artist. He’s always believed that the medium is only a starting point in his journey to express himself. To this end, he’s taken his art and become a composer, a choreographer and a film maker to accurately reproduce what he envisions in his mind.

When he is called a “intermedia” artist, there is no understatement to his title.

Last year, Lori Young, a professor in the Art dept asked Toth to do an expanded version of his “Red Letters From the Dead,” a collection of stories written by graduate student Alex Leonard’s “Art Forum.” Toth was impressed with the range of artists that had been involved in the show, and accepted.

This resulted in probably the longest Art Forum yet, as his show lasted a shade under two hours. At times, it was repetitive, but no one could deny the originality of the work. The first piece was called “Pointing Man.” It was a video self portrait of digitized images, and a multitude of color changes. The computer represents his element of choice, he narrated as a self portrait of digitized images, “Pointing Man.” It was a video core data collected on land or just carved by the ice age, cylindrical masses of dots gave works, their most geometric shapes.

The next exhibit, called “Core Samples” dealt with the natural layers found on rocks covered by ice age, cylindrical core data collected on land or just the layers of colors that the sun creates as it sets. As these images formed, synthesized music with the changes of shape and color affecting the rate and repetitions of the music.

Next, he showed the audience a “miembra,” a musical instrument that gave a wave of notes as it struck a keyboard at a rate of 126 times a second. He showed how he talked of the science of chaos and how there is no such thing because everything has an order. He talked of how modern day physicist and Buddhists speak of reality in the same way.

He then moved on to a beautiful exhibition of fabric sculpture that he called “Fabric and Space.” Made of tricot, the sheer fabric used in lingerie, he intended it’s many stretched layers to show the invisible fabric of space. The exhibition ended as he pressed on his chaos theme with a choreographed dance complete with his artwork as well as a broadcast of satellite feed while a singer and a poet sang and received its works to this. This was one of the most interesting Art Forum’s yet but it probably could have been more effective if it had been shorter, making Toth look more diverse than just numbening the effectiveness of his works. There is no question however that not only is Toth a brilliantly unorthodox artist, he’s also one that makes you think. Next Week, Thursday, April 29, at 3PM in the Calcaudioium. Shirley Kanda, painter and writer will discuss painting from the position of diversity. She states, “If the task of painting is seeking truth as a singularity, in my case it is transformed into one of articulating it by comparisons. This constitutes an aspect of the formalism of formalism. My proposition is a re-evaluation of the terrain of abstraction as something fundamentally constructed and purgatory.”

Vampires and Nukes Begins Letters From The Dead

by Richard S. McDonella

As you can see, this is a new column, starting with this issue of the Montclarion. In Letters From the Dead, I will be reviewing new titles, and older books worth looking at, like the excellent “Childhood’s End” by Arthur C. Clarke, which I will review later in this installment.

Interview With the Vampire begins with a secondary story line which frames the story throughout the novel, that of a boy meeting with a vampire in modern times to tape an interview. The Vampire, is Louis, the protagonist of Interview. His story begins in colonial New Orleans around the close of the eighteenth century. After the death of his brother and loss of his own will to live, Louis takes to wandering the streets, hoping to die rather than face his brother’s death, which he blames himself for. However, instead of finding death, he is found by Lestat, a vampire whom, in Louis’ Opinion, created Louis only to take advantage of his mortal rock band and a copy of Interview with the Vampire. Although grossly misrepresented by Louis, this fills Lestat with a desire to see Louis. Another side effect is Lestat’s writing his own story, which we are led to believe is the novel held in his hands. Lestat reveals himself to the mortal band and uses them as a tool with which he plans to force the other vampires to reveal themselves publicly. This smaller storyline, it seems, leads into what I assume will be the plot of Queen of the Damned. But alas, I have yet to get my hands on a copy of Queen, so my suspicions are unfounded.

If Interview is an excellent novel, then Lestat is equally so, only on a much greater scale. The loneliness of a vampire’s existence is explored to greater degree as well: the fledgling vampire Lestat, first not knowing whether or not any others as well; the fledgling vampire Lestat, first not knowing whether or not any others have to make.

But other vampires do exist - and they are watching him. The Les Innocents coven follows the old superstitions. They believe they are the Children of Darkness, the chosen of Satan, and see Lestat as a heretic for walking as a gentleman, passing himself off as a mortal, brazenly entering churches, well it stress, even wearing the cross that supposedly is feared by vampires.

Leading the coven is Armand, a vampire known from Interview for his part in a story happening a century later. He tells Lestat his life story, about Marius, the ancient, very wise Vampire who created him, and was burned by the Children of Darkness for living among mortals, as a painter. Armand tells Lestat that Marius cared for Those Who Must Be Kept, but as for more about Finally, the last book in the series, C. Clarke. This classic story of science fiction was published in 1956 and is one of those rare books that reads just as fresh and true today.

It begins with man at the brink of interstellar travel. On the day that the first launch in planned, however, a fleet of alien spacecraft come to rest above every major city in the world. These aliens, called “the Overlords” by successive generations of humans, proclaim themselves rulers of earth, and that humanity will remain free, but that it must never go into space.

The few scattered attempts at resistance are futile. A nuclear weapon launched at a ship is simply dismantled. No retaliation follows. A single human life is harmed by the Overlords. They ignore sovereign nations, instead going straight to the U.N. Soon, humanity is enjoying the boon of a golden age of utopian society.

Then, the golden age ends. The end of Mankind begins.

That’s all I can say. This is not an alien conquest story. There is not interspecies war. No fighting at all. You never trust the Overlords throughout the story, Clarke makes sure of that, especially with their appearance. But, at the close of this story, feeling close to both human and Overlord characters, you won’t know which race to pity more.
Can't Stand The Heat?
Get Into A Classroom
This Summer at PCCC

Now with two summer sessions, Passaic County Community College is making it easier than ever before to earn credits over the summer. PCCC is offering a wide variety of classes that are affordable ($57.00 per credit) and transferable. So whether you want to get ahead or make up credits, PCCC has something for you!

Summer Session I Begins May 26th
Summer Session II Begins July 7th
Registration for Both Semesters May 21 and 24

For a Schedule of Classes Mail the Coupon Below or Call 201 684-6868.
Montezuma's Box O' Tips Starts

By Raul Rivera

Montezuma's Box O' Tips Welcome to Montezuma's hints and tips. This article and future articles will deal with hints and tips in the use of some of the software that is used in the computer labs, such as Lotus 123, Microsoft Works, Windows, Word for Windows, Harvard Graphics, Word Perfect and others.

WordPerfect for D.O.S.

Print envelopes with a key-stroke.

Use this macro to grab the inside address from a letter and print it on an envelope. This trick works on any printer with a WordPerfect printer definition that contains a paper size called envelope. First, open document that contains an inside address. Place the cursor at the beginning of the address and start recording the macro by pressing Macro Define (Ctrl-F10). At the Define Macro: Prompt, type Alt E. At the Define Macro: Description: Prompt, enter the words Envelope Grabber. Now you're ready to record the following key-stroke:

{[Left]} {[Left]} {[Del]} Cancel

Press Ctrl-F10 to end macro recording.

The macro opens up a second document, so if you use the WordPerfect's Switch feature regularly, make sure the second document screen is empty. To use the macro, place the cursor at the beginning of the inside address on the letter you want to print the envelope for and press Alt E. for Hewlett Packard LaserJet, insert the envelope sideways in the manual feed slot.

MicroSoft Windows 3.1

Make icons easier to find.

If your program groups are cluttered with icons and the titles run into each other, follow these steps to tidy up your desktop. Adjust the icon spacing to allow more room for each icon and its title. To do this select Desktop from the Control Panel and change the icon spacing to a larger number. The default is 77 and the maximum is 512, but anything over 100 takes too much real estate on most monitors.

Once you make the adjustment, you'll have to select Arrange Icons to see the new layout. In Version 3.1, Desktop also has a Text Wrap option that allows icon titles to wrap into several lines; check this option for flexibility. While you don't have this luxury in version 3.0, you can always rename icons with shorter titles that are still descriptive. For example to rename Microsoft Word for Windows to WinWord, select the Word icon in Program Manager, choose properties from the file menu, and on the Description line type in Are you an advanced WordStar user who doesn't need basic help? Or a beginner who needs hand holding? Or a menu user who doesn't need to know obscure Ctrl key combinations? If you are one of these, you may find this tip of some use. Use WordStar's command line switch /H to select the level of help that you may need. Easy help screens load up when you start the program with WSH/E at the DOS prompt. Help that takes a lot for granted loads up when you use WSH/H. Menu based help runs when you load with WSH/H. For more information about help levels, check out the help menu during a WordStar session. In addition to its obvious convenience, this technique ensures that WordStar loads quicker because it doesn't have to load all the help it has to offer.

PageMaker

When using PageMaker, common sense tells you to set up the margins to match the limits of text you plan for a page, including the headers and footers. But if the top and bottom margins you set up in the Page Setup dialog box include space that you intend to use for the headers and footers, PageMaker will automatically flow the text too long for each page, and you'll need to adjust the top and bottom window sizes on every page manually. Set the margins precisely to the area into which you'll be flowing text, excluding headers and footers.

Movies Redone

by Mark Loughlin

Have you been to the movies lately and thought you've seen something just like it before? Are you in agreement with the many people who think that Hollywood has run out of new ideas? Then again, Tinseltown has never been known for taking many chances artistically. Witness one of the only really daring (and satisfying) films this year, The Crying Game. It was made in England by an Irish director for under four million dollars. That's how much Macaulay Culkin got paid for Home Alone 2.

So, if you are experiencing an acute form of deja vu when you glance up at the temple menu board, you are not alone. Almost every film currently in release has roots somewhere else. Some are just plain rip offs. Take a look:

The Adventures of Huck Finn - This is the ninth different adaptation of the Mark Twain novel and they say they haven't gotten it right. Joel Siegel liked it.

The Crush - The Cradle that Rocks the Hand?! It's like Lolita meets Fatal Attraction, but without James Mason or Michael Douglas. What animal do they boil in this one? Only in America do we have screwed up sub genres like this.

Point of No Return - La Femme Nikita without the subtitles, or the style. But we do have Bridget Fonda wielding a really big gun.

Now that's entertainment.

Cag And A Half - A graft, but lovable cop gets teamed up with a kid, gee I've never seen that before.

Born Yesterday - Don and Melanie star in a modern reworking of a good film from the 50's. Don plays an intellectual, which is undoubtedly a stretch for him.

Indecent Proposal - It has the same plot as Honeymoon In Vegas, except it's not funny. Starring Robert Redford, Woody Harrelson, and Demi? "I want a bigger trailer closer to the set!" Moore.

Homeward Bound - Another remake, this time of an older Disney film that needed some of the advantages of modern film techniques...voice overs! It's just like The Adventures of Milo and Otis, but with an extra dog thrown in.

so there you have it. A sequel, four remakes, two rip offs, and one just plain unoriginal film. This is actually nothing new. Last year brought us the still bomb remake of Die Hard, Under Siege. Don't forget the summer of sequel mania. Let's hope that this summer can make up for the year so far. If not, we might have to do something drastic, like read a book!
Earth day cometh

Along with April being the rainy month, and the information month, it also holds a most important day, a day where we pay homage to our surrounding little critters and their home. It's Earth Day.

What does this day specifically revere? No, not the organic mildew growing on Bohn Halls' public bathroom toilet seats, nor the moss spreading across Blanton's salad bar. Earth day celebrates what we have of nature, while reminding us all of Mother earth's needs. Her furry little critters being clubbed in the arctic conserving water instead of wasting it away in a nine hour hot shower. In an effort to promote awareness, The Conservation Club took over, holding their 1993 Earth Day celebrations on Wednesday April 21.

Their event was spread throughout the week. Besides speakers, they included Campus Clean up and petitions.

One petition offered by the Conservation Club, was in hopes for the renewal of the Endangered Species Act. Another dealt with a petition against Mitsubishi Co. for affiliating with companies destroying rainforests.

Topics of recycling, conservation of water, as well as animal preservation are not held in a social high esteem. An important topic, our campus should be more aware of the needs of our planet and take a more serious outlook. As Ann Caldieo points out, "...hopefully [students] will make a change."

Our earth is one we need to share equally. Within this responsibility also lies a reality that we have to take care of our home. Despite the cynical outlook of most patrons on Earth, this world is as idyllic as it will ever get and is worth worrying about. Although the day has passed, everyday should be a celebration of Mama Earth with the full recognition of how beautiful she really is.

Quote of the Week by

I feel that they did not communicate with me on the progress of the book honestly

Andy Krupa pg. 1
Wake up, it's 1984

administration, an agency, has allocated itself powers to literally search my life-blood whenever it deems it appropriate, Fourth Amendment ideals notwithstanding. Whether authorized under the guise of responsible reconnoitering or prosecutorial probing each of the aforementioned inroads cast dispensations on the guarantees contained within the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution.

Fears of governmental interlopers necessitated the 1976 passing of the Freedom of Information/Privacy Act, Title 5 U.S.C. 552. Ostensibly this would provide the general public access to the records of many information hoarding administrative agencies. The underlying motive is that a more informed public will enhance the accountability and performance of government agencies and officials. Yes, 1984 was one of the influences that shaped my political consciousness. Here is your chance to keep the government honest and find out what McCarthy-like pernicious administrative agencies have allocated itself powers to literally search my life-blood whenever it deems it appropriate, Fourth Amendment ideals notwithstanding. Whether authorized under the guise of responsible reconnoitering or prosecutorial probing each of the aforementioned inroads cast dispensations on the guarantees contained within the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution.

For the past few weeks there has been a lot of tension between Zeta Beta Tau and Sigma Delta Phi over an incident which took place in their house on Lackawanna Avenue. The incident involved a few individuals that happen to be in ZBT. What the individuals considered to be harmless fun (a panty raid) Sigma Delta Phi considered criminal (breaking and entering). Sigma Delta Phi has come to us demanding an apology for these individual's actions. They have repeatedly screamed at us, threatened us and even fabricated certain parts of what happened. As president I listened as they screamed at me and tried to tell them that I understood, sympathized and would speak to the individuals. We complied with the individuals by restricting them from attending any social events for the rest of the semester.)

I made it clear to them that the fraternity was not at fault and that it was only a handful of individuals. They disagreed and continued to make threats and contact Dean Harris. I spoke to Dean Harris and told him that this was not a fraternity matter. ZBT would like Sigma to know that we are sorry that it happened. It was a childish act done for fun and was stupid. We sympathize with you and agree that those individuals were wrong. But let us make it clear that you for the absolute last time: ZBT DOES NOT CONDONE, SUPPORT NOR AGREE WITH WHAT HAPPENED THAT NIGHT. It was not an organized fraternity event and the vast majority of our organization knew nothing about it, even the day after it happened. Therefore we are through discussing the matter. If you would like an apology or seek compensatory action we suggest that you go directly through discussing the matter. If you would like an apology or seek compensatory action we suggest that you go directly through discussing the matter. If you would like an apology or seek compensatory action we suggest that you go directly through discussing the matter.
**No more Prophet**

Although I am usually apathetic towards the Prophet Bigg's "column," I feel compelled to voice my opinion toward this waste of valuable newspaper space. Actually, I enjoy Mr. Bigg's failed attempts at humor and his outrageously misinformed "facts," but to tell the entire student body, in print, that Last of the Mohicans was the best film of the year...well, I fear for the paper's credibility.

He also said, referring to Clint Eastwood, "Let's stop giving life achievement awards hidden behind other awards." I'm won­
dering if Mr. Schwoebel even saw the Oscars were two weeks ago) re­flects poorly on the paper. The movie companies are nice enough to send The Montclarion tickets to almost every film. We're holding a Multicultural Fair the weekend of April 24, 25 here on campus where various organizations including the Class 1's, Greeks and others will converge in the spirit of pride and diversity.

"Why does he have any of these films, or if he's just listening to too much Rush Limbaugh.

"Good Luck Montclarion!"

**Support the Mardi Gras**

Dig this here now. I was squatting in the Student Center Quad, absorbing the delicious weather, trying to adjust my shoe­
lace, which had become unrav­
elled and twisted around my ankle. It was a knotted mesh, and the more I struggled to release the lace's grip, the tighter it contracted around my leg, cutting off the cir­
culation entirely. I watched help­
lessly as my ankle began to swell, turning a myriad of colors: purple, green and blue. It was at this point that I started to freak. Trapped by my own footwear, I wimpered and drooled in silent agony:

"Ooowoooooh! OOOooow! Jesus! Mary! Frickin' flickableck! OWW!"

I was rolling now, limb over limb, hands and purple green blue feet thrashing about like a carnival at­
traction. It was a pitiful sight to witness I'm certain. In the midst of the anguish, I noticed a dark haired, red lipped figure standing curiously above me, intently peer­
ing at my technicolor ankle. Was I to be saved from my torture? Could this figure above me be the savior that would release me from the sinister shoelace of the under­
world? I unable to speak, I raised my ankle, gesturing to the figure of my desire to be free from the bonds that held me. Finally, it SPOKE!

"Hey! I'm Rita, the chairper­
son of the SGA's Multicultural Ad­
visory Committee! I must say, I've never seen an ankle as di­
verse as yours. I wonder if we might use you as a symbol, your lower leg in particular, to repre­
sent the myriad of colors, creeds, and ethnicities that make up our campus. We're holding a Multicultural Fair the weekend of April 24, 25 here on campus where various organizations including the Class 1's, Greeks and others will converge in the spirit of pride and diversity!"

"Huh?" I replied

"On Saturday, OSAU's Gosp­el choir will perform, LASO's dance troupe will be on hand along with a multitude of organizations and students in the ampitheater enjoying the sun and exciting events!"

"Help! Please!" I cried
If everyone switched to energy-efficient lighting, 1.3 million tons of sulfur dioxide, 202 million tons of carbon dioxide and 609,000 tons of nitrogen oxides could be eliminated every year. Your eyes won't notice the difference. Just your lungs. For more ways to help the Earth, call 1-800-488-8887.
comics

mother goose & grimm

Some dogs make a circle before they lie down.

I just do it because I'm neurotic.

Who said travel is broadening?

Get up, grimm! Don't you have any ambition?

Don't you want to leave your mark on the world?

Oh, obviously! You haven't seen the living room rug yet.

Have you been heard something about a bath that I hasn't?

Some dogs make a circle before they lie down.

I just do it because I'm neurotic.

crossword

ACROSS
1. Aide
5. Pack in tightly
9. Circle parts
14. Thin strip of wood
15. General Bradley
16. La Cite, Paris
17. Tropical tree
19. Bid
27. Hair lock
32. Like poorly-cooked spaghetti
35. Nelson
36. "---- Silver, away!
37. Gripe
39. Mr. Pavlov
40. Hashem
42. Dance routines
43. Baseball hall-of-famer Cuyler
44. Crocose
46. Suffering one
48. Ivy league city
52. Potato pancake
54. Certain hobbyist
55. Hashem
56. Perfume, e.g.
57. Kind of Ph.D.'s
59. Like poorly-cooked spaghetti
60. Hautboys
63. Daily Planet reporter
64. Mr. Martin
65. Daily Planet reporter
66. Werner Oland role
67. "---- and Lovers"
68. Prepare coffee
69. Yours! Fr.
70. Canadian city
71. Fairy tale beginning
72. Locate
73. Lover to Rutherford B. Hayes
74. Novelist Hermann
75. "---- drop of a hat"
76. Cagney role
77. Negative contraction
78. Cuts off
79. "---'s Irish Rose
80. River in France
81. "---- Smile Be Your Umbrella..."

DOWN
1. Templeton and Guinness
2. Dutch shoe
3. Small aperture
4. What happens during a mystery (3 wds.)
5. Trinidad's neighbor
6. Mine! Fr.
7. 's Chinese Theatre
8. Claimants to a throne
9. Violent displays
10. 'Best Director' of 1950 (2 wds.)
11. Word in football
12. Certain hobbyist
13. March 15
14. Suffer for cash and cloth
15. 'Be Good'
16. Soviet river
17. Like a Dichter
18. "So long!"
19. Follow
20. "--- and Lovers"
21. Prepare coffee
22. Yours! Fr.
23. Canadian city
24. Fairy tale beginning
25. Locate
26. Lover to Rutherford B. Hayes
27. Novelist Hermann
28. "---- drop of a hat"
29. Cagney role
30. Negative contraction
31. Cuts off
32. "---'s Irish Rose
33. River in France
34. "---- Smile Be Your Umbrella..."
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Welcome to the Night Blue and White Sigma Sweetheart Court - to Eight Deep and Rising SP’93 from Underneath the Surfaced Spr’92

Congratulations to the Epsilon Class of Tau Phi Beta. Great Job, Tucker.

Hey Tau Phi Beta, Did you find that guy yet? Ya know that guy.

Termination: I hope you’re ready to drink, drink, drink. Cause that’s what you’re gonna do. Love ya, your big brother, Tucker.

Tedulous. I’ll be ready,戒, again. And this time, you won’t enjoy it. I promise. Guess Who?

To my Theta Zeta Pledge Class (AKPsi) Thanks for all your help and support that you have given me these past couple of weeks. You guys are the greatest, and together I know we’ll make it through.

Love always, your pledgebabe Cabbage Patch.

Ted P. (Tau Phi Beta) Congratulations, it’s finally over. Now and together I know we’ll make it from Underneath the Surface Spr’92. Ready to drink, drink, drink. Cause I find that guy yet! Ya know that guy.

Job, Tucker. It’s time to party hardy. Good job, pledgebabe Cabbage Patch. And don’t make me live in a world in which he believes to be reality??

To MSC- “And don’t man live in a world which he believes to be reality??”

To the Bulls - No mace allowed!

When all the smoke clears, and it’s all over there will still be a Bull standing.

Thetas, Can’t wait till the formal! We are going to have a great time Monica #56

To my bigs: Margaret, Sam, Dave and Joel (AKPsi) Thanks for always being there. Love always, you little Nicole

To Myrna: Now that you and your boyfriend are finally free, you should be able to sleep with you – the sister of DPhi E

To Thetas! Good luck to all of you and will miss you all next year.

To the women of D Phi E - I love you all - Gumby (Tau Phi Beta)

Kong (Tau Phi Beta) You did awesome, I can’t wait to T-off again. Congratulations, Doc

To the Theta Groupies scoring in the ass. Your big, Tucker.

To AXP softball team, Keep scoring from the Theta Groupies

My Sigma sisters. When all the smoke clears, and it’s all over there will still be a Bull standing!

When all the smoke clears, and it’s all over there will still be a Bull standing!

Jill (Tri Sig) You da best. Doc (Tau Phi Beta)

To Thetas! Good luck to all the girls Love Nelly

Cabbage Patch - Strength in sisterhood! Good luck in the elections.

To my Phi Sig sisters. Thank you so much for everything - I love all of you and will miss you all next year - once a Phi Sig... always a Phi Sig. Love in the pyramid. Annette

Mike - I decided. It was definitely better than a massage!

Breast (Theta Kappa Chi) I had a great time on Saturday night. Hope you had a great BDay, Monica

To my Phi Sig sisters. Thank you so much for everything - I love all of you and will miss you all next year - once a Phi Sig... always a Phi Sig. Love in the pyramid. Annette

Love ya Christina. Your new replacement.

To Myrna: Now that you and your boyfriend are finally free, you should be able to sleep with you – the sister of DPhi E

Happy Birthday to all the Phi Sig April Babies - Kathy, Bernadette, Lynn, Annette, Judy, Sandy, Denise, Jenny, Trixie - Oh what a month!!

To MSC - “And don’t man live in a world which he believes to be reality??”

Thetas, Looking forward to after the formal “Goodies”

Loco, You finally made it! You made me proud. Your Big Brother Wheeler

Invisible (AKPsi) Get ready to scream! Love Cabbage Patch

Epsilon Class (Tau Phi Beta) Did you have fun in H’C all semester? Wheels

Cujo - Congrats from your big. You are one f—ked up individual. Smooch

Thetas, Can’t wait till the formal! We are going to have a great time Monica #56

To my bigs: Margaret, Sam, Dave and Joel (AKPsi) Thanks for always being there. Love always, you little Nicole

To Myrna (2A07) I’m sorry about Thursday night. I didn’t mean anything by it. Hope you for give me. Can we be friends?

Gumby (Tau Phi Beta) We want to sleep with you - the sister of DPhi E

Happy Birthday to all the Phi Sig April Babies - Kathy, Bernadette, Lynn, Annette, Judy, Sandy, Denise, Jenny, Trixie - Oh what a month!!

To MSC - “And don’t man live in a world which he believes to be reality??”

Kong (Tau Phi Beta) You did awesome, I can’t wait to T-off again. Congratulations, Doc

Nicole (AIK) Enmitt Love always, Smooch

Pain is temporary, pride is forever, Tau Phi Beta Epsilon class has proved it. Smooch

40 Bulls and counting! Keep it up!

Cabbage Patch - Strength in sisterhood! Good luck in the elections.

Gumby (Tau Phi Beta) Congratulations Getting away from where you were was no doubt a pain in the ass. Your big, GQ

To the women of D Phi E - I love you all - Gumby (Tau Phi Beta)

Jay (Tau Phi Beta) Congratulations Epsilon From Nelly and Monica

Hi to all the Thetas, looking forward to seeing you soon - 209

Happy Anniversary to the Brothers of Phi Beta Sigma Spr. 90 and Spr’92 - from Underneath the Surfaced Spr’92

Vinny and Brian, Congratulations From Nelly and Monica

Christine (TS) Congratulations on your award! You deserve it! Love you secret Sigma

Rocco (AKPsi) Did I ever tell you that you’re a great guy, pledge! Cabbage Patch

To AXP softball team, Keep scoring from the Theta Groupies

Yo Senatel What a sick time at the mixer. I still haven’t found my underwear. Maybe it’s on the Dean’s desk! Elvira (D Xi D)

Breast (Theta Kappa Chi) I had a great time on Saturday night. Hope you had a great BDay, Monica

To my Phi Sig sisters. Thank you so much for everything - I love all of you and will miss you all next year - once a Phi Sig... always a Phi Sig. Love in the pyramid. Annette

Mike - I decided. It was definitely better than a massage!

Breast (Theta Kappa Chi) I had a great time on Saturday night. Hope you had a great BDay, Monica

To my Phi Sig sisters. Thank you so much for everything - I love all of you and will miss you all next year - once a Phi Sig... always a Phi Sig. Love in the pyramid. Annette

Love ya Christina. Your new replacement.

To Myrna: Now that you and your boyfriend are finally free, you should be able to sleep with you – the sister of DPhi E

Forget The Old College Try!

College Grads – Now Get The Skills Employers Are Looking For!

In Just 20 - 40 Hours This Summer Learn:
Lotus 1-2-3 - WordPerfect - Keyboarding
Desktop Publishing - dBase III+

Special Integrated Skills Programs
Convenient Schedules:
Part-time, Full-time, Short-term, Days, and Evenings/Weekends

Free Job Placement Assistance Available
Call 800-446-5400 for More Information.

Berkeley Colleges
Campuses in New York at White Plains and New York City; in New Jersey at West Paterson, Waldwick, and Woodbridge.
Chris broke up with you, will you give me half the chance? U-n-o?  

Maria G. (Theta) We love you! Cheer up! Xi Backlees. 

Sheryl, Lily, Sandy, Jenny, Linda. Because I'm free to do what I want any old time! Love Annette. 

Michael—I don't want you to leave cause I'm scared you won't come back. 

To the guy helping me get a formal date—If you only knew who I really wanted to go with—I guess I'll have to settle—Love, your mas-suese. 

Congratulations Betta—I love you all, guys and I know you will continue to make us proud! Love and Sisterhood, Forever—Christine. 

Sandra—Congratulations! You've been the best and I love you a lot—a family's awesome (almost as good as mine)! 

Gina (Tri Sig) Congrats—You are the best big ever! You worked so hard! I love you a lot! You're the best and I love you a lot. 

To the outgoing and incoming exec boards and chairs of Phi Sigma Sigma—Congratulations! On a well done and Diokete Hupsala for the year ahead! Love Stacy. 

To the new sisters of Tri Sigma—You guys did a great job and you made me very proud. Thank you for being my beautiful pillow. I love you and sisterhood, Michelle ZK 19. 

Dan (Theta Xi) Congratulations! Dear all! You did awesome YTB, Your Big Brother. 

To the Alpha class—Always remember, Splahwater Falls, total chaos and a quick trip to England! Love Xi class. 

To my Guardian Angel, Babe, I still love you, believe it or not. Never forget me and the good times! Good luck, Love always, #17. 

To the Presidential Suite—You guys are the best. I don't know what I'd do without you (home-work) Thank for always making me smile! Love C.L.T. 

Yvicii—Congratulations! I'm so happy you won that award—you really deserve it. Thanks for everything. You're the best Love and sisterhood—Christine. 

Mich—Congratulations on the newest addition to the family! I'm glad it was worth the wait—Love Christine. 

I am king of the bed #6 You have become very special to me. 

My dear born—Craig S. When are we going to do this right? When we do, will you all be that you can be? Miss you much. 

Spanish Fly (AXP)? You could be a really pretty girl if you shaved your legs. 

My dear Born, I miss you much and it wasn't a full week. Please come back to me soon. 

Hey Baby, Can't wait to break in the single. -Kevin. 

Rachel (Dirty Moore of the Year) I love you, you're a great friend, and I just wanted to remind you that I'm always here for you. Love the Bitch of the Year. 

Panama Crew—We are awesome Nuff Said! 

Lynda, Lisa, Tara, Michelle, I think you a vodka and lemonade night! I love you guys—can't wait till next year. Love Tina A166. 

Isaac (ZBT) Nice grand slam! It's 11:30, I'm going home! I love you! 

Tina (D Phi E) 

Xenia (D Phi E) Ahh! 111—Congratulations little! You did an awesome job! Let's celebrate you! Love your big, Tina A166. 

Allison (D Phi E) #6 You are too cool! I have to copy you—can't wait until Wednesday night—it's even buy you a beer! Love Tina A166. 

Sandra (Tri Sigma) Congratulations! You did a great job and you are the perfect addition to our family! I love you! Love and sisterhood, you big forever, Michelle. 

To the new sisters of Tri Sigma—You guys did a great job and you made me very proud. Thank you for being my beautiful pillow. I love you! Love and sisterhood, Michelle ZK 19. 

Dan (Theta Xi) Congratulations! Dear all! You did awesome YTB, Your Big Brother. 

Joe (Delta) Thanks for a great time on Thursday. Now it's my turn, find out what May 7 is! Love Kristen. 

Sharon (Tri Big) Congratulations! I'm so proud of you! Love You Love Lisa. 

Hey Oumie Quackil. 

Alpha Class—Always remember curb hopping, Splahwater Falls, total chaos and a quick trip to England! 


J-CAN'T wait to break in the brand new, red, leased Nissan! We just had to find the right spot. Guess what?! 

DO YOU KNOW WHAT YOURE TALKING ABOUT...and that's why The Montclarion got no budget increase. 

Spanish Husseus—Su kara rate es perfecto pero el mio is more perfect. 

Theta Kappa Chi Double Rose Formal 1989—How was a night it's going to be girlil? 

#20 (Theta) Have you ever seen a goat in a navy blue fox? #68. 

Look kids, Big Enl Parliament! 

To the Theta Hairestlytes, make up artists and helpers of Thursday. Thanks a million, I love you guys. Love #68. 

Dear Phi Dig—you are truly one of the best things that could have ever happened to me. I love you gual Aioha. 

To my little Caroline (Phi Sigma) Sigma You've just under taken the greatest step in finding true sisterhood. Welcome to our Phi Dig family! Love your Big. 

Question: Has anyone won the Xi baby bet? 

Yo Monica M.—You really should stop saying the Big F. It isn't very becoming...Hello! 

Vinnie and Brian (AXP)? We knew you could do it. Congratulations! Love Xi class. 

To my Guardian Angel, Babe, I still love you, believe it or not. Never forget me and the good times! Good luck, Love always. 

To the Phi Sigma Sigma—Sisterhood is treasure forever! Congratulations and Good luck to all of you! Love in Phi Sigma Sigma. 

Did you call them pledges? Does it f—king matter? 

John L. (TKE) Hon, you're the best. You made me smile! Love Ya Krisey (TS) 

Zeta Class (TX) Congratulations, I'm glad to call you my brother, YTB. Gamma Mu ZK. 

#6 (D Phi E) You are the best Love #6. 

Congrats to the Kappa Class (D Phi E) You guys are great! Love A166. 

Trish (AIX) The rooms were nice but those tubes were way too small! Love Carm P.S. Hang out more, I miss you! 

AHHHH (D Phi E) congratulations. Little! Welcome to sisterhood. You made me so proud and you deserve this. Love your big sis A166. 

To my shippy Donna—You're awesome! You did a great job! Love your krispy ZK 45. 

Learn the difference between your and you're—the typist. 

I'm hopefully devoted to you O.J.'s. 

To the new sisters of Tri Sigma—You are all going to be great sisters. Congrats! Welcome to our sisterhood! Love Gae XX11 and Kriesy ZK 45. 

Kristen (TS) Congratulations! I'm so happy to have you as my sister. I love you krispy ZK 45. 

To the sisters of D Xi D and the Alpha class—Thanks for all the support when I needed it. That's what sisterhood's all about Love and sisterhood Elyesa. 

To the Mu pledge class of Phi Sigma Sigma—Good luck and have a great time! Love the sisters! 

To my grand big Gina—Happy Birthday! Love you—keep smiling. Love Kriesy ZK 45. 

Jason (TKE) Thanks for a great weekend. Once again you were a wonderful date. Love, Carmelita. 

To my shippy Jenny—Congratz honey! You did such a great job during pledging. I love you lots—knew you'd be a great sister! Love and sisterhood—Your shippy! 

To my big Christine—I love you, you're awesome! Love your little krispy ZK 45. 

Sigma, before one can be respected one would need respect, right? 

Jony and Jeff (Delta Kappa Phi) I can't begin to thank you for helping me with my car. Being waited for a thank-you gift!—Love, Trish. 

I'm an oyster, I'm an oyster by the sea. I would rather be an oyster than a god damn... 

Sigma—There's a time to be small and a time to be small. And now your ass is tighter than a clam's avel. 

Stacy (Tri Sig) Can't wait to be "sulted" again—Love, Trish. 

S.O.P.—cheer up, find a new man because he isn't worth it — Love Agent B9. 

Congratulations to the Kappa Class of D Phi E! Good job! At least now you're not going to be rude to us... ZBT. 

All Greeks—Read the section "Letters to the Editor"—ZBT. 

Linda F. (Sig Bik) Can't wait till Friday! Love your favorite pledge sister. 

Joey You're the 'best'. Need I say more?—Love ya, Trish. 

Liz—What's Happening??—Glenn. 

Vic (ZBT)—I would appreciate a call after you tell me you like me and have your way with me in my apartment—Carla. 

Angelina (D Phi E)—You're great! You're so awesome—Amazing. Your wealth of intelligence is outstanding. You're incredible. 

Howie and Dave—Which doo you feel? I'm the black one—Tiran. 

Frank (ZBT)—A few more weeks and you can finally squirt the god damn diamond out of your ass and be normal again. —Anal brothers. 

Liz—Who the hell is Cornelius? Everyone knows that. Tiran is the Man. I mean, I don't set Cornelius going after Brother Bruno and Al Dunbar like Tiran did. 

Yes Ross, I still owe you a cup of coffee. I Dig. 

Appetite.
Put AT&T on your resume before you graduate

1993 Fall Marketing Opportunities Available

AT&T is seeking ambitious, sales-oriented students to participate in our 7-day on-campus marketing program selling AT&T products & services. Hours are flexible with top compensation & bonuses. Must be available 1 - 2 weeks prior to the start of classes. We need:

**AT&T STUDENT CAMPUS MANAGER**

To be responsible for overall event implementation, daily management, & training of student group. Requires strong leadership ability. Prior management/sales-related experience a plus. Must be available to attend National Training on August 4 - 6, 1993.

**AT&T ASSISTANT STUDENT CAMPUS MANAGER**

To manage a group of students on a daily basis and assist with overall event implementation. Sales/leadership experience a plus.

**AT&T STUDENT REP/ CAMPUS GROUP**

To act as our on-campus representatives. Must be outgoing and sales-oriented.

To find out more about these great opportunities, call 1-800-592-2121, ext 148, or send resume to CDI, AT&T Recruitment, 1500 Walnut St., 19th Fl., Philadelphia, PA 19102.

**Challenge, Opportunity and Growth in Corporate Real Estate**

At the Charles Klatskin Company you will find the opportunity to excel as a corporate real estate broker. Our hands-on training offers the opportunity to work with seasoned pros in the fast-paced challenging field of corporate real estate.

If you are a highly motivated self-starter looking for challenges and growth, potential, with an interest in success, please call:

Tony Scaro

CHARLES KLATSKIN COMPANY INC.

(201) 288-5700

400 Hollister Rd., Teterboro, NJ 07608

20 Oxford Dr., Dayton, NJ 08810

Your Final Exam
From Ford Motor Company

(answer true or false)

Included in the Ford and Mercury College Purchase Program are:

1. Pre-approved credit
2.Deferred first payment
3. $400 cash incentive
4. Down payment

We made this exam easy to pass because getting a new car shouldn't be difficult. With the Ford and Mercury College Graduate Purchase Program, there's no down payment on eligible new Ford and Mercury vehicles if you qualify and finance through Ford Credit. You may even get the benefit of a deferred 1st payment (in states where allowed). You'll also get a $400 cash incentive regardless of whether you buy or lease. You can opt to use it toward your purchase or lease, or keep the cash.

You may qualify for the program if you earn a bachelor or advanced degree between January 1, 1993 and December 31, 1993, or are a graduate student enrolled during the same period.

Simply visit your local Ford or Mercury dealership or call 1-800-321-1536 for more information.
TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD, PLEASE SEND THE AD (25 WORDS), ALONG WITH A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $8.00 PAYABLE TO THE MONTCLAIR TO THE MONTCLAIR 113 STUDENT CENTER ANNEX, MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043, ATTN. CLASSIFIEDS. Deadline for Thursday edition is the prior Friday.

SUMMER JOB-PART TIME taking care of 2 girls, ages 4 & 8 in Upper Montclair home. Experience & references required. 509-1834.

MOTHER'S HELPER - needed to care for infant 2 days a week, Tuesday & Wednesday in my home. Experience required.

HELP WANTED - Loving, responsible person to care for our children (3 and 5 y.o.), 3 afternoons/week, own car a must, references necessary. Position available through Sept. Call 857-4368 after 6 pm.

Lives-in needed to care for 8-year old and 9 month old and do housekeeping in Kinnelon. Monday through Friday. Must speak English. Must have car. Call 201-492-1276 after 7 pm.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - Mature, responsible person wanted for care of two children and light housekeeping. Monday through Friday 8:30 am to 5:00 pm. Non-smoker, must have own transportation and references. Salary negotiable. For more information call Angela (W) 509-4969 after 5 pm 964-3084.

Mother's helper needed 4-7 pm, Mon-Fri for smart, well-behaved, 11 year old boy. Must drive, own car preferable. Leave message on tape 744-6276.

GRAND RE-OPENING
Newly Renovated!
- New State of the Art Equipment: CYBEX BODYMASTER, HAMMER STRENGTH
- Free Weights and CardioVascular Equipment
- ProShop - Juice Bar
- Tanning Facility
- Aerobics start Saturday, May 1
- Registration April 26 to 30
- Ab Classes
- Hip & Thigh Classes

MODELS NEEDED
FOR FASHION AND GLAMOUR PHOTOGRAPHY
- NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
- LOOK YOUR BEST
- GET A FREE COPY OF EVERY PHOTO
CALL AND LEAVE MESSAGE
(201) 942-1179

WHEN DRINKING, CALL A FRIEND.
Drinking and riding can lead to a loss of control, a conviction, or even worse. When you drive, get a ride with a friend. It's the best call you can make.

alcancers or $4,000+ a month on fishing boats. For employment program call 1-206-545-4155 ext. 85096.
Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring a

Blood Drive

April 27 & 28
10-4
Student Center Rm. 126
(Registration room)

SAVE A LIFE - PLEASE DONATE!

FREE T-SHIRTS
FREE CHOLESTEROL SCREENING

ALPHA PHI OMEGA IS A CLASS IV OF SGA

---

Because You Asked For It

Starting April 14th!

Ladies 18 to Party
21 to Drink
Men 21 & Over!

$2.00 Long Necks &
$1.00 Shot Specials
All Night!

With DJ John Close
Playing an insane mix
of modern & party rock!

You'll Be Committed!!

Every Wednesday!

Helping 101
(203) 773-2112 Hotline 773-4040

Free admission with ad

---

DO Dorney

The Trips Committee of CUB presents

Dorney Park

on May 1st end your Spring Week in the proper fashion

Buses leave at 9:00 a.m. Tickets are $6 for students & $10 for non-students

Tickets go on sale Monday, April 19 in the student Center or Club Office room 112 SC Annex.
First come, first serve.
Men's tennis (5-5) struggles to finish season above .500

by Maureen K. McLoer

As the end of the season nears, the MSC men's tennis team is struggling to keep its record at .500. After dropping their last two contests, the Red Hawks currently sit at 5-5.

The Red Hawks showed promise as their record was 5-3, but their recent setbacks have sidetracked them. One of the team's major goals at the beginning of the season was to finish above .500.

With improved talent and a new coach, there has been reason for optimism in Upper Montclair.

Softball

MSC's two most recent victories came as a result of a double-header sweep of Kean College on Tuesday in Union.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.

The Red Hawks easily handled MSC, 8-1. The Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.
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**C.L.U.B.** Presents . . .

### SPRING WEEK '93

**April 26 - May 1, 1993**

"No Time For Sleep!"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Monday** | 12pm - 4pm | Outrageous Obstacle Course  
Student Center Mall (Ballrooms if rain) |
|          | 9pm      | All-Star Comedy Show  
Rathskellar |
| **Tuesday** | 8pm      | Great College Drive-In  
"Singles" and "Death Becomes Her"  
Clove Road Parking Lots  
$2 per person/ $5 per carload |
| **Wednesday** | 10am - 4pm | Spring Day  
Blanton/Bohn Quad (Ballrooms if rain)  
Featuring the "Bungee Run" |
|          | 8pm      | Lip Sync Contest  
Student Center Ballrooms |
| **Thursday** | 10am - 2pm | Wacky id's and Caricaturist  
Student Center Cafeteria |
|          | 6pm - 8pm | Dr. Judy Kuriansky of Z100  
Rathskellar |
| **Saturday** | 9am      | Bus trip to Dorney Park, PA  
Leaving from behind Student Center  
Returning to campus at 10pm  
$6 per MSC student/ $10 per non-MSC student  
Tickets available in Box Office  
First come, first serve. |

CLUB is a Class One Organization of the SGA
Knicks' superguard John Starks also a mild-mannered man

You could liken the difference in his demeanor on and off of the court to the story of Superman, minus the wardrobe change in the telephone booth.

When he's playing in front of huge crowds, New York Knicks' guard John Starks is a tough, emotional, fearless star who's been an integral part of the team's rise to the top of the Eastern Conference this season.

He drives to the basket with reckless abandon, sacrifices his body by drawing offensive fouls, gets into classic trash-talking battles with opposing players, bombs away from three-point range and is the epitome of what hard work and determination can provide.

The 6'5" Starks has also acquired quite a reputation around the league. He's become one of the league's better shooting guards, but has angered some players and coaches around the NBA with his aggressive style of play.

Starks gets into his opponent's face. If a player scores on him, it won't come without a defensive fight from Starks.

His flagrant foul on New Jersey's Kenny Anderson that put the Nets' star out for the season left him with a negative label.

Starks has become a victim of a bad rap. Despite what some may think, Starks isn't arrogant nor is he a dirty player. While he certainly has his legion of fans, some people misunderstand what he's about. Fans develop their opinions of a player from what they see on the court. However, in Starks' case you must look deeper. That's because John Starks, the basketball player and John Starks, the person are quite different.

His story is one of desire and determination. After attending four colleges, playing in the CBA and working at a grocery store, John Starks has finally made a name for himself in the NBA.

The indirect path he took to achieve his current status keeps Starks humble. He speaks in a low tone and keeps everything in perspective.

Sitting down and talking with him this past Sunday afternoon was a refreshing experience. This young man is a considerate, honest gentleman that genuinely appreciates his fame and fortune.

Keith Idee: Has the level of success that you've achieved actually sunk in yet?

John Starks: No, not really. I've just tried to remain level-headed through it all. I think that this will all really hit me when my basketball career is over.

KI: After moving around from place to place, do you believe that you've found a home in New York?

JS: I hope it is, but this business is kind of funny. Right now, I'm playing very good basketball and everyone around me seems to be very happy with my play. So, hopefully this will be a permanent home for me.

KI: After everything you've been through, how much easier has the financial security of a five-year, multi-million dollar contract made your job and your life in general?

JS: It feels real good to be able to take care of my family. I don't have to worry about which bills are going to be paid and which bills aren't going to be paid and that's a great feeling. The financial security gives me peace of mind and it allows me to rest easy at night.

KI: To what extent has Pat Riley had an influence on you?

JS: He's had a tremendous effect on myself and Anthony Mason. His reputation has given some added credibility to what Anthony and I have accomplished on the court. He's won four World Championships and has coached one of the best players to ever play the game in Magic Johnson, so he knows what it takes to be successful. One of the best things about Pat is that he relates to players so well and it's like having a player-coach out there. Also, he's taught me some things that I need to learn because I never had the opportunity to learn them in college and in the CBA. Being under his tutelage has certainly helped me become the player that I am.

KI: Is the "Bad Boy" image that the Knicks have been branded with justifiable?

JS: We're the type of team that plays hard and physical. I think that when you play as aggressively as we do, you're going to be labeled as a dirty team. The old Detroit Pistons were the "Bad Boys" because they used to go out and take cheap shots on people. We're not like that. We just play hard-nosed basketball and try to win games.

KI: What would you like people to know about yourself that's not related to basketball?

JS: I give a lot credit to God for giving me a chance and making life a little bit easier for me. When I'm off of the court, I'm a family man first and foremost. I love my wife and kids dearly and spending quality time with them is very important. Due to the fact that an NBA schedule is so hectic, those times are very precious.

KI: You've reached a level of success that could put you on an NBA All-Star team in the future. Is that a personal goal for you?

JS: At this point I'm just concerned with winning. If I just remain patient, the individual honors will come in due time. I'll just take the accolades as they come.

KI: Can the Knicks get past Chicago and go on to win an NBA Championship this season?

JS: That's a realistic goal for us. The Knicks organization did a great job over the summer getting the players that we needed to reach the next level. We've also added some leadership to the team. So, now we'll just have to wait and see.
Red Hawks shot down by York, William Paterson

by Brian Falcarrano

Are the Red Hawks overrated? Or do they just have one of those weeks? After exploding out of the gates at 14-2, MSC (16-5) has lost three of its last five including a 9-8 loss to York College (Pa.) at Pittser Field on Tuesday.

This game started out as if MSC, which beat York (10-9), 6-5 last year in the Mid-Atlantic Regionals, was in complete control.

Baseball

After all, Chris Rampone had a 4-1 lead in the fifth and was taken out.

The relief pitching should have held the lead. But three innings and 10 runs later, MSC was down 9-5, as York took its two-run, opposite field homer.

Lie vers, John B lac harassment (1 -1, 15.43 ERA) was tagged with the loss, as York took its lead into the top of the eighth. With one out, it seemed all but over. But the Red Hawks came back to stroke four consecutive doubles, pacing MSC's four-run rally, which cut the deficit to 8-7.

MSC's All-America candidate in the gates quickly taking an 8-3 lead to 8-7.

Sophomore shortstop Tony Martinez hit a towering home run, his sixth, pulling the Hawks within 9-8.

This set the stage for Ralph Yezza, who had a 19-game hitting streak (23 since last year, a school record). Yezza was 9 for 10 at that point, a deep fly ball to center. The center fielder went back, and it was caught at the fence, MSC was finished and so was Yezza's hitting streak.

"Ralph has been very consistent for us," said MSC head coach Norm Schoenig. Unfortunately for the Red Hawks, the best of hitters have off days.

MSC also came up short on Monday afternoon. William Pater­...